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14

COUNTRIES
PARTICIPATE

Cyprus
Egypt
France
Greece
Israel
Italy
Jordan

Lebanon
Malta
Palestine
Portugal
Spain
Syria*
Tunisia

* Based on the European Commission’s position, the sole participation of non-State actors is admitted for Syrian organisations.
The participation of Syrian State actors in the Programme is not allowed for the time being.
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110

MILLION PEOPLE LIVE IN THE
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The cradle of some of the world’s first civilizations, the Mediterranean
Sea Basin is a remarkably diverse area of more than 450 million people
connected by one 2.5 square kilometre body of water and many
common challenges. Meeting these challenges requires cooperation
that reaches across borders.
This is the impetus for the multilateral Cross-Border Cooperation
(CBC) Mediterranean Sea Basin Programme, part of the European
Neighbourhood Policy (ENP) and its financing instrument (European
Neighbourhood and Partnership Instrument – ENPI): it aims at
reinforcing cooperation between the European Union (EU) and partner
countries’ regions placed along the shores of the Mediterranean Sea.

FUNDED PROJECTS

The ENPI CBC Mediterranean Sea Basin Programme (ENPI CBC Med
Programme) serves 14 participating countries, which represent 76
territories and around 110 million people: Cyprus, Egypt, France,
Greece, Israel, Italy, Jordan, Lebanon, Malta, Palestine, Portugal, Spain,
Syria (participation currently suspended) and Tunisia.

MILLION EUROS
TOTAL VALUE
OF FUNDED PROJECTS

The Programme has a budget of € 183 million in projects funding
(out of a total budget of € 200 million), which it uses to support
projects that address issues of concern on a basin-wide level. While
the projects may focus on small areas, the solutions they offer can
be instructive for people facing the same challenges all around the
Mediterranean Basin. These projects are designed to be transferable,
so that they can be replicated by many regions. The projects also
involve partnership of several countries, to promote a crossborder impact.

735

Projects supported by the ENPI CBC Mediterranean Sea Basin
Programme focus on the following priorities:

ACTORS INVOLVED

 PROMOTION OF SOCIO-ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
AND ENHANCEMENT OF TERRITORIES

CHALLENGES
ADDRESSED

 PROMOTION OF ENVIRONMENTAL
SUSTAINABILITY AT BASIN LEVEL

 PROMOTION OF CULTURAL DIALOGUE
AND LOCAL GOVERNANCE

 PROMOTION OF BETTER CONDITIONS AND MODALITIES

ENVIRONMENTAL
SUSTAINABILITY

FOR ENSURING THE MOBILITY OF PERSONS, GOODS,
AND CAPITALS

This brochure highlights the work of the projects conducted in the
area of human capital.

ECONOMIC GROWTH
AND TERRITORIAL
DEVELOPMENT

All of the projects funded under the ENPI CBC Med Programme were
proposed by cross-border partnerships of public and private actors,
including local public authorities, NGOs, development agencies,
associations, private businesses, universities and research centers.
Their project proposals were submitted for ENPI funding in widely
publicised tenders.

HUMAN CAPITAL
CULTURAL HERITAGE
AND SUSTAINABLE
TOURISM

The ENPI CBC Mediterranean Sea Basin Programme is overseen by a
Joint Monitoring Committee, and its regular operation and funding is
overseen by the Joint Managing Authority, which is the Autonomous
Region of Sardinia, Italy.
7
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The most precious resource we have in the Mediterranean Basin

supporting people in finding jobs. Several of these projects

is our people. Hard-working individuals who are interested in

focus on helping young people start their careers, which is

progress are ready to develop the basin and its communities

a vital concern given the high rates of youth unemployment

and work for a better future. But legal and economic barriers

around the Mediterranean Basin.

can prevent people from following their dreams. The result is
not only frustration for workers, but also a major loss for our
communities, our economy and our overall development.

Social inclusion: projects focusing on social inclusion seek to
assist people in supporting themselves. These include efforts
to provide the basic conditions for simple agriculture, whether

Several projects in the ENPI CBC Mediterranean Sea Basin

in rural areas or in marginalised communities living on the

Programme aim at encouraging the development of human

edge of cities.

capital. The projects outlined here are divided into two categories.

Details about these projects can be found in the following pages.

Employment and professionalization: projects in this group
are aimed at encouraging professional qualifications and

enpi Cluster HUMAN CAPITAL F DEF.indd 9
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EMPLOYMENT AND
PROFESSIONALIZATION
Projects that help improve the professional
qualifications of people in the Mediterranean Basin
can enhance their quality of life and our economy.

DAEDALUS
PR.I.ME
MED-MOBIL
EGREJOB
Ca.Bu.Re.Ra
MedGeneration
HUMAN CAPITAL
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The proud and capable people of the Mediterranean are ready to

The DAEDALUS project targets the stubborn problem of youth

apply their talents to improving their lives, their communities and

unemployment in the Mediterranean, seeking to encourage basin-

the entire basin. All they need is a chance.

wide mobility for young job seekers. MED-MOBIL also seeks to

ENPI CBC Mediterranean Sea Basin Programme projects aimed
at supporting employment and professionalization are designed
to help give people the opportunity to live and thrive in the
profession of their choice.
The PR.I.ME project specifically targets the areas of silversmithing
and gemmology, fields that have been traditionally strong in the
Mediterranean Basin. Today, jewellery makers in the basin are

encourage mobility for young people, in training programmes and
in finding work. Ca.Bu.Re.Ra provides the educational experience
of travel and working in a new environment by directly funding
the employment of 90 young people abroad for four-month stints.
MedGeneration seeks to recruit the talents of those people who
have left their homelands in the battle against brain drain.
Read more about these projects in the following pages.

challenged by other international manufacturers, but through
the kind of mentoring that this project supports, they can stay
competitive.
EGREJOB similarly focuses on one type of profession, in this case
environmental work. As the green jobs market is growing, this
project seeks to help more people find employment within it.
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In focus

DAEDALUS
Finding work for young people
in neighbouring countries
around the basin
By allowing for
greater job mobility,
the project, which
involves partners in
Cyprus, Greece, Italy,
Lebanon, Palestine
and Tunisia, increases
the possibility that
young people can
get a job

I

n Greece, the youth unemployment rate increased to 50.7
percent in July of 2014. In Tunisia, the unemployment rate for
people between the ages of 15 and 24 has been growing since
2007, and reached 37.6 percent in 2012.

The future development of countries in the Mediterranean Basin
depends on the next generation – young people with talent and
a desire to get to work. If we cannot provide these young people
with good jobs, we are stunting their potential growth and robbing
them, and the entire basin, of future potential.
A project called DAEDALUS seeks to address the problem of
underemployment of young people in the Mediterranean region
by creating a platform that helps them find work around the basin
– if not in their home country than in another one. By allowing
for greater job mobility, the project, which involves partners in
Cyprus, Greece, Italy, Lebanon, Palestine and Tunisia, increases the
possibility that young people can get a job.
“After the revolution the number of educated and skilled jobless
young people has increased dramatically in Tunisia, which is
creating a real social burden in the country,” says Ahlem Sammat,
CEO of Best Digital Communication Consulting. “This project will
provide a wide opportunity to look for work outside of the country.
This will prevent many cases of illegal immigration and encourage
exchange and transfer of knowledge and skills.”

HUMAN CAPITAL
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ONLINE PORTAL
DAEDALUS provides an online portal that helps match young
job seekers and entrepreneurs with opportunities provided
by companies around the Mediterranean Basin. Rather than
immigrating to a country where they have no connections and
then looking for employment, young people can arrange a job first,
and then establish residence in the new location.
But the platform is much more than a jobs database. DAEDALUS
also allows for information sharing, while providing career advice
and promoting public awareness about youth empowerment,
economic justice and decent working conditions. In addition, the
platform provides information on labour market issues, youth
mobility and capacity building. And it is used to deliver online
seminars on issues of importance to job seekers.

After the revolution the number
of educated and skilled jobless
young people has increased
dramatically in Tunisia, which is
creating a real social burden in
the country.

In order to make sure that the DAEDALUS platform is effective
and meets the needs of its target groups, the partners sent out
different types of questionnaires to three groups of stakeholders:
employers, job seekers and government. A total of about 500
questionnaires were collected.

Ahlem Sammat,
CEO of Best Digital
Communication Consulting

Once the platform was developed, partners planned close to 70
workshops and stakeholder meetings, to inform the employers,
job seekers and others who would use the platform how it
can help them.
Soon after the beginning of the project, partners could already see

Young Palestinian at work
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that it was building interest and connecting people from around
the Mediterranean, to discuss employment and entrepreneurial
opportunities.
From the side of job seekers, the interest was certainly there.
“Our youth centre provides activities that every month attract
around 1,000 young people, who come from the very poor
neighbourhood of Cité Ibn Khaldoun, which has around 120,000
inhabitants, most with social challenges,” says Khamaes Ben Abda,
director of a youth centre in Tunisia. “The interest of our youth
in a web portal that may offer some chances for them to finds
jobs in the Mediterranean Basin is very high. … We hope for real
opportunities of work, and youth mobility in Europe.”

The interest of our youth in a
web portal that may offer some
chances for them to finds jobs
in the Mediterranean Basin is
very high.

By offering these eager young people opportunities to work in
other countries around the basin, DAEDALUS also offers a promise
for a better future for the entire Mediterranean region.

Khamaes Ben Abda,
director of a youth centre
in Tunisia

Project’s team

HUMAN CAPITAL
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Delivering career advisory services

1

PROJECT

euro-meDiterranean cAreer &
Employment aDvisor portAl for the
mobiLity of yoUng residents

Platform that helps young
people get their career
started

70

COUNTRIES INVOLVED

Cyprus - Greece - Italy - Lebanon
Palestine - Tunisia

Workshops and stakeholder
meetings to inform
employers and job seekers
about the platform

ENPI CONTRIBUTION

€ 1,745,472

50.7%

Youth unemployment
in Greece

WEBSITE

www.daedalusproject.eu
15
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In focus

PR.I.ME
Maintaining the tradition of
mentoring to support jewellery
making in the Mediterranean
The heritage of
silversmithing and
gemmology in the
Mediterranean
has been handed
down through
apprenticeships

S

ince ancient times, jewellers in the Mediterranean Basin have
been making remarkable creations. Today, silversmiths and
gemologists from the basin are known for their superior
craftsmanship, creativity and innovation, and they make pieces
for some of the most prestigious brands. Yet, as manufacturing
moves to Asia, the Mediterranean is in danger of losing its tradition
of silversmithing, which has always relied on apprenticeship-style
learning, with the younger generation picking up skills from the
older generation.
A survey of 160 young people aspiring to be silversmiths or
gemmologists found that almost all of the respondents believed
that having a mentor early in one’s career is essential to success
in the business. The survey was taken by a project called PR.I.ME,
which was established to support a system of mentorships that
can help maintain the Mediterranean traditions of silversmithing,
goldsmithing and gemmology.
Asked why he was interested in the project, Gabriele Tocca, an
aspiring apprentice, said: “Because it perfectly fits my needs
in starting a new business in the gold, silversmithing and
gemmology sector in the right way, as I think that to be supervised
and accompanied by a mentor who is able to transfer his/her
own skills and competences is essential in the early stage of the
development of the business start up.”

HUMAN CAPITAL
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Roberta Roselli, an experienced jewellery maker who was joining
the project as a mentor says she sees the importance of mentoring
in her profession, and was therefore glad that PR.I.ME can help.
“During this period of economic crisis the project sustains the
gold/silversmith and gemmology handicraft sector, which has a
strong cultural and local heritage,” Roselli says. “It encourages
mobility, skill exchanges, and the training and professionalism of
young people. It helps the younger generation to start a business
and contributes to the survival and development of our sector by
increasing our international competitiveness.”

It helps the younger generation to
start a business and contributes
to the survival and development
of our sector by increasing our
international competitiveness.

SYSTEMATIC APPROACH
In order to ensure that the mentoring of young jewellery makers
continues, the partners in the PR.I.ME project – from Lebanon,
Greece, Egypt and Italy – took a systematic approach to
establishing a mentoring system.

Roberta Roselli,
experienced jewellery maker

The first part of the work involves an analysis of successful
entrepreneurs working in the silversmithing and gemmology
sector. The partners sought to analyse their core competences,
as well as the causes of their success. The process involved
interviews with 80 senior entrepreneurs, 40 of whom were chosen
for participation in the project as mentors.
In parallel, it was important to find the young candidates for
mentorship. This part of the project involved an analysis of the
skills and needs of aspiring young entrepreneurs. A total of 160

Goldsmith working with an unfinished ring
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of them were interviewed, and out of these, 90 were chosen for
participation in the project.
The project also helps lend structure to the training, developing
a catalogue for skills transfer and holding training-of-trainer
sessions for the mentors.
The actual training of the young entrepreneurs, including
mentoring sessions and seminars, lasts for three months.
Additional training is provided through four study visits, each
lasting three days, in each of the four partner countries.

I think that to be supervised and
accompanied by a mentor who is
able to transfer his/her own skills
and competences is essential in
the early stage of the development
of the business start up.

Because the project brings in partners from several countries
around the Mediterranean Basin, it serves to introduce the young
candidates and their mentors to a wider network of people who
are in the same business. In doing so, the PR.I.ME project strives
to enhance cooperation, so that silversmiths, goldsmiths and
gemmologists in the Mediterranean can increase their visibility
internationally and compete with other regions around the world.
In this way, PR.I.ME helps to strengthen and sustain the basin’s
ancient tradition of making jewellery.

Gabriele Tocca,
aspiring apprentice

Gold rings with jewels

HUMAN CAPITAL
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Project’s presentation in Lebanon

160

PROJECT

PRomoting Intergenerational
learning in MEditerranean countries

Young/aspiring
entrepreneurs interviewed
and 90 receive mentoring

80

COUNTRIES INVOLVED

Senior entrepreneurs
interviewed and 40 are
involved in the project as
mentors

Egypt - Greece - Italy - Lebanon

ENPI CONTRIBUTION

50

€ 737,163

Aspiring entrepreneurs go
on four study visits, one in
each partner country

WEBSITE

www.enpi-prime.eu
19
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MED-MOBIL
Breaking down barriers to travel for
students and young professionals
Students from
non-EU countries
in the Mediterranean
Basin do not enjoy
easy mobility

N

o learning experience can replace the eye-opening impact of
travelling and seeing new places. Visiting other countries and
experiencing different cultures is essential for young people
who want a well-rounded education, and it can encourage them
to be more mobile workers when they get older. In the European
Union, students routinely go to other countries to study or take
jobs, but those in the non-EU countries in the Mediterranean
Basin do not experience such easy mobility.
MED-MOBIL is a project that seeks to facilitate the international
exchange of students, young entrepreneurs and professionals.
The project’s partners work to promote policies and programmes
that help make young people in the Mediterranean Basin
more mobile.
To achieve their goal, MED-MOBIL partners – from Egypt,
Greece, Italy, Jordan, Lebanon and Palestine – hold six different
meetings in which they share best practices and discuss ways
to establish new mobility programmes or improve existing
ones. They also draft recommendations for new policies and
programmes to facilitate mobility in the Mediterranean Basin.
In addition, project participants create an international
network for the promotion of exchange programmes for young
people, and sign partnership agreements to guarantee future
cooperation in this area.

HUMAN CAPITAL
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The project also organises cross-cultural events, to enhance
networking among young people – while giving them the
remarkable experience of travel.

The project seeks to facilitate
the exchange of students, young
entrepreneurs and professionals
by promoting policies that
make young people in the basin
more mobile.

Train the trainers seminar

6

PROJECT

Supportive international approach to
increase and improve the mobility and
exchange programs for young people
in the Mediterranean

Best-practice meetings

4

New offices opened
to support mobility
programmes

COUNTRIES INVOLVED

192

ENPI CONTRIBUTION

Egypt - Greece - Italy - Jordan
Lebanon - Spain - Palestine

€ 1,404,000

Young people can benefit
from the project’s
pilot action

WEBSITE

www.medmobil.eu
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EGREJOB

Employing more young people and
women by creating professional
opportunities in environmentalism
When it comes
to providing
employment,
the green economy
is a growth field

U

nemployment is a troubling problem on all sides of the
Mediterranean Basin, especially for young people and
women. The economies of the basin can benefit from offering
members of these groups jobs in new types of professions. One
such growth field is the green economy: as regulations pertaining
to the environment expand – and governments, businesses and
citizens increasingly recognise the need for environmental action
– there are more opportunities in the sustainability sector. There is
a growing amount of work in areas like renewable energy, energy
efficiency and waste recycling. Along with providing potential
jobs, environmentalism is an important issue, and we need to
channel our most talented workers into that sector.
EGREJOB is a project that seeks to create uniform professional
standards in the environmental sector by harmonising training
and skills certification around the Mediterranean Basin.
Partners in the project create an on-line platform, to allow for
collaborative discussion about the requirements of green jobs.
On the basis of this discussion, they seek to design professional
standards, and then offer training in these professions for young
people and women in the partner territories of Italy, Lebanon,
Spain and Tunisia.
The partners disseminate the results of the project’s experiences,
to encourage others to embark on similar professional training
programmes. The final result should be fewer unemployed

HUMAN CAPITAL
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and a better standard of environmental professional in the
Mediterranean Basin.

Along with providing potential
jobs, environmentalism is an
important issue, and we need
to channel our most talented
workers into the sector.

Workshop on Green Jobs

100

PROJECT

Euro-Mediterranean GREen JOBs

Approximate number of
young people trained in
green business skills

1

COUNTRIES INVOLVED

Set of guidelines entitled
“Steps to set up research
on skills for green jobs”

Italy - Lebanon - Spain - Tunisia

1

ENPI CONTRIBUTION

€ 1,587,556

Euro-mediterranean Training
and Employment Committee
oversees the project

WEBSITE

www.egrejob.eu
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Ca.Bu.Re.Ra

Cooperating to create jobs
and improve mobility for the
Mediterranean’s young people
The project will act
as an example for
other groups seeking
to promote youth
employment

U

nemployment is hard on everyone, but levels of unemployment
are highest among the youngest workers. Young people in the
Mediterranean Basin have a difficult time finding decent jobs
in their home countries, and it can be hard for them to find work
elsewhere around the basin – as national borders provide daunting
barriers. The future of the region depends on our ability to provide
good jobs for the next generation, so we need to break down barriers
to employment.
Ca.Bu.Re.Ra is a project involving partners from Greece, Italy,
Jordan, Lebanon, Palestine and Portugal in an effort to support
the professional development of young people and encourage
their mobility.
Through the project, 90 young people have an opportunity to spend
a four-month period working in a foreign country. Along with honing
their professional skills, the young people will have the experience of
learning to work and cooperate with people from a different culture.
The Ca.Bu.Re.Ra project will act as an example for other groups
seeking to promote youth employment. To assist those groups,
Ca.Bu.Re.Ra partners will produce a handbook on what various
stakeholders, such as civil society and public administrators, can do
to improve youth employment and mobility.
Hopefully, there will be more support to ensure that the next
generation can get to work.

HUMAN CAPITAL
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Through the project young
people get an opportunity to
spend several months working
in a foreign country.

Info day in Ramallah, Palestine

6

Capacity Building Relay Race

30

COUNTRIES INVOLVED

PROJECT

Informative meetings for
promotion of the project

Youth workers involved in
the four-month mobility
period abroad

Greece - Italy - Jordan - Lebanon
Palestine - Portugal

60

ENPI CONTRIBUTION

€ 1,512,000

Young unemployed involved
in professional development
training courses

WEBSITE

www.caburera.org
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MedGeneration
Plugging the Arab world’s ‘brain drain’
by creating policies to keep talented
workers home

T

Through a
conversation with
members of
the diaspora,
governments can
find ways to create
a better environment

he remarkable pool of talent available in the Arab world is in
danger of being sucked away by “brain drain”. According to a
2009 study by the Arab recruitment agency “Talent Republic”,
roughly 54% of students and senior executives from the Arab world
who train abroad do not return to their country of origin. But it’s not
just top executives who leave: an estimated 10 million migrants from
the countries in the southern and eastern shores of the Mediterranean
are living abroad.
The MedGeneration project seeks to mobilise this massive economic
diaspora for the benefit of the countries they left behind. The project
allows stakeholders in France, Jordan, Lebanon and Palestine to share
their views on the subject and to seek solutions to the problem of
brain drain.
After encouraging a dialogue between members of the diaspora and
governments on how to improve the working environment of the
Arab countries, the project partners seek a diagnosis of the problem
and look for solutions. MedGeneration then lobbies for legal changes
that can make these solutions possible.
Other activities by MedGeneration include supporting entrepreneurship
by diaspora who would return, and using the talents of the diaspora
to train and coach young entrepreneurs in Arab countries.
Through these and other efforts, MedGeneration hopes to reverse
brain drain and start keeping more talent at home.

HUMAN CAPITAL
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After encouraging a dialogue
between members of the diaspora
and governments on how to
improve the working environment
of the Arab countries, partners
look for solutions.

Seminar on diaspora investment

450

PROJECT

Mobilising economic diasporas
for Mediterranean development

Business meetings held during
three business tours

3

Master Classes in Ramallah,
Beirut and Aqaba involving 150
participants, including young
local entrepreneurs

COUNTRIES INVOLVED

France - Jordan - Lebanon - Palestine

ENPI CONTRIBUTION

200

€ 1,734,262

Local actors put in contact
with 45 representatives of the
diaspora during study tours

WEBSITE

www.medgeneration.eu
27
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SOCIAL
INCLUSION
With proper support, vulnerable and marginalised
citizens can contribute more to society.

RUWOMED
SIDIG-MED
USUDS
FISHINMED
R.E.A.D.Y. MED. FISH
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The ability to earn one’s own living provides a sense of security, SIDIG-MED is a project designed to promote agriculture in
a place in the community and a measure of dignity. Helping

urban and peri-urban areas, thereby permitting marginalised

people to support themselves can strengthen social cohesion

groups of city dwellers to access a source of income.

and reduce threats to the most vulnerable members of society.
For this reason several projects in the ENPI CBC Mediterranean Sea
Basin Programme target social inclusion, by ensuring that people
can support themselves, and ideally find full employment.
The RUWOMED project helps groups of women living in
isolated and difficult conditions in Palestine and Lebanon to
support themselves through small-scale agricultural projects.
The women enthusiastically receive the training in management

USUDS is aimed at helping cities create their own strategies for
urban development.
FISHINMED and R.E.A.D.Y. MED. FISH are two projects that
help support members of the Mediterranean’s fishing industry,
where jobs are disappearing.
Details about all these projects can be found in the
following pages.

skills and the equipment needed to produce crops and income.
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In focus

RUWOMED

Giving women the means
to become productive through
small-scale agriculture
We encourage
other women
to work together,
to be productive
and develop a
project themselves

T

hey have the misfortune to be living in places that most of
the world knows about from news reports, and as women
in traditional, rural communities, they are among the most
disempowered. Yet, instead of being deterred by the difficulties
of their situation, these women are doing everything they can to
better their lives and the lives of their families, and they are making
a difference.

“I learnt about how to cultivate the land, and how to take care
of livestock. A very important aspect of the trainings was about
commercial relationships and marketing,” says Fathiyya Jabora
Aurori, a rural woman from Palestine. “Things in my home have
changed a lot. I am very happy. I have enough income to cover
the cost of public transportation for my daughters to go to the
university. My sons are glad and proud of me. Thank God, I am so
happy with this project.”
Aurori received her training through RUWOMED, a project that
encourages cooperation among women in the Mediterranean
Basin to promote sustainable socio-economic development. The
project works by addressing common challenges facing women
and women’s cooperatives, and is currently supporting incomegenerating initiatives run by women in Palestine and Lebanon, as
well as Palestinian refugees living in Lebanon. By offering support,
RUWOMED makes it possible for determined individuals like Aurori
to take charge of their own lives.

HUMAN CAPITAL
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TRIPS TO SPAIN, NEW BUSINESSES
Through RUWOMED, hundreds of women receive project
management training and physical support with activities such as
raising and selling mushrooms or keeping bees and selling the honey.
“Thanks to this project, we have received all the materials we needed
to build a greenhouse, and we also received training on project
management,” says Rabia Ahmad Kassab, a project participant in
Al Jiftlick, Palestine. “We manage the greenhouse as a team and we
work together to achieve the results.”

Things in my home have changed
a lot. I am very happy. I have
enough income to cover the cost
of public transportation for my
daughters to go to the university.
My sons are glad and proud of
me. Thank God, I am so happy
with this project.

The greenhouse allows cultivation that provides an income for a
whole group of women in Al Jiftlick.
“We are self-employed and so all our efforts are for our own
benefit,” says Munira Abdlateef from Al Jiftlick. “We have no doubt
about whether we will work tomorrow or not because we depend
on ourselves.”
Along with teaching the women how to sell their products
locally, RUWOMED also seeks to broaden the market for their
goods by researching the possibility of selling them in fair-trade
markets in Spain.

Fathiyya Jabora Aurori,
rural woman from Palestine

The project organises cross-border cooperation between Palestine
and Lebanon, through a series of visits to Spain, where women were
able to exchange experiences with small Spanish producers and
cooperatives – and had the opportunity to establish distribution

Preparation of za’atar
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in the Spanish fair trade market and to exhibit products produced
with the support of RUWOMED.
“I had a good experience in Spain,” says Reema Rebow Mssaeel,
one of the women farming in Al Jiftlick. “We saw that, in Spanish
cooperatives, there is no centralisation in decision-making:
everybody decides together, everybody has her own work and they
worked sharing ideas for the benefit their project.”
Some of the gains of the project were lost during the conflict
in the Gaza Strip in the summer of 2014. The homes of some of
the women participating were damaged or completely destroyed,
and some of the equipment obtained through RUWOMED was
damaged or destroyed. Still, the project carries on and the women
are determined to keep working.

The first time we harvested the
honey, it was amazing, so much
fun. ... Dreams can become real
but you have to work hard to
achieve them.

“The first time we harvested the honey, it was amazing, so much fun.
It was a very happy moment because we could see all what we had
achieved,” says Nida Salama, a beekeeper and honey producer from
Kafr Malik. “We encourage other women to work together, to be
productive and develop a project themselves. Dreams can become
real but you have to work hard to achieve them.”

Nida Salama, beekeeper
and honey producer
from Palestine

One thing that Malik and other women involved in this project have
shown is their willingness to work to make their lives better.

Nida Salama with a jar of honey
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Project pilot site in the Palestinian village of Al Jiftlick

30

PROJECT

Supporting and connecting rural
women’s traditional know how in the
Mediterranean through the promotion
of fair trade products

Women supported in the Gaza
Strip and 44 in the West Bank

5

Groups of women supported in
Palestinian refugee camps and
enclaves throughout Lebanon

COUNTRIES INVOLVED

Lebanon - Palestine - Spain

7

ENPI CONTRIBUTION

€

Women from various regions
served by the project travelled
to Spain

WEBSITE

www.acpp.com/ruwomed
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In focus

SIDIG-MED

Nurturing agriculture
in urban areas as a means
of ending marginalisation

A

This will not only bring
an additional income to
their families, but also
give them special skills

person who has access to a field in the countryside can
grow her own food, but how can the urban poor achieve
food security? One possible solution is urban and periurban agriculture (UPA), which involves growing food in cities
and on the edge of cities. UPA has been recognised as an
important means for providing food, and a potential source of
income for marginalised groups. There have been many private
initiatives to cultivate urban gardens in the Mediterranean Basin,
but few concerted efforts to incorporate UPA into strategies for
helping poor and marginalised groups.

SIDIG-MED is a project that seeks to incorporate UPA into
governance processes, and to engage with those involved
in urban and peri-urban gardening as a way to reach out to
marginalised members of society. It also provides many people
with a source of nutrition, and possibly some income.
“This is a great project for us, because we are learning how
to bring in additional income for the family,” Um Nedal from
Tal Al-Rumman village Jordan says. “It’s especially helpful for
women - and God knows we need it!”
Partners from Italy, Jordan, Tunisia and Spain cooperate in the
project. It has also received the support of Princess Basma
bint Ali of Jordan, the founder of the Royal Botanic Garden in
Amman, and her garden is now involved in the initiative.
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“SIDIG-MED is giving the community exactly what it needs:
concrete ways to improve food security, generate income, and
empower families – especially women – who are otherwise
marginalised in society,” says the princess. “More independence
and self-sufficiency can change lives!”
PERMACULTURE IS A COMMERCIAL SUCCESS
At the Royal Botanic Garden, SIDIG-MED launched a pilot
initiative to establish a permaculture site that could be run
by community members who had been trained by the project.
Permaculture is agriculture that is conducted in harmony with
the natural surroundings. It involves eliminating chemicals
or intensive farming techniques so that the environment is
not harmed by agriculture, and it is considered “permanent”
because it is sustainable.

This is a great project for us,
because we are learning how to
bring in additional income for the
family. ... It’s especially helpful
for women - and God knows we
need it!

In SIDIG-MED’s permaculture pilot, participants use techniques
like composting, waste recycling, rainfall harvesting and
biological control of insects. The community members
participating in the pilot are producing food but also learning
valuable skills.

Um Nedal,
Tal Al-Rumman, Jordan

“Public demand for organic produce is on the rise, and there is
a growing interest in permaculture,” notes SIDIG-MED Project
Coordinator Mohammed Ayesh. “Our community members
are being trained in good permaculture techniques, and this
will not only bring an additional income to their families, but
also give them special skills that will be in demand. They in

Jordan Princess Basma interviewed at project kick off
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turn will be able to teach these unique skills to people in other
communities.”
Other partners in the project have noted the commercial value
of organic foods grown through permaculture, and they are
interested in copying the pilot at the Royal Botanic Garden
in Amman. That is one of the benefits of SIGI-MED: because
it involves an international network of partners, the project
organisers, as well as the community members who they
train, have an opportunity to share what they have learned
with others.

SIDIG-MED is giving the
community exactly what it needs:
concrete ways to improve food
security, generate income, and
empower families.

The partners frequently gather at international meetings to
exchange the results of pilot efforts. Together they will produce
a set of guidelines and case studies that can be used by other
organisations around the Mediterranean Basin seeking to
encourage UPA as a way to assist marginalised communities.
Instead of a patchwork of small urban plots, the UPA movement,
and production of organic food through urban permaculture,
can ensure that even city dwellers are able to grow produce
that they can eat - or sell.

Princess Basma bint
Ali of Jordan

Meeting to address guidelines for pilots
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Training on beekeeping

4

PROJECT

Social and Intercultural Dialogue
through Governance for Local
development: Mediterranean Urban
and Peri-urban Agriculture

Pilot projects to be
implemented and tested

4

Local development
strategies for urban and
peri-urban agriculture

COUNTRIES INVOLVED

1

ENPI CONTRIBUTION

Italy - Jordan - Spain - Tunisia

Value chain analysis graphically
represents the complexities
inherent in UPA transformation
processes for all locations

€

WEBSITE

www.sidigmed.org
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In focus

USUDS
Giving cities a way to plan
inclusive growth through urban
development strategies
As people flock to
the cities, improving
the quality of life
for Mediterranean
residents means
improving the quality
of the cities in
the basin

W

ith its sandy beaches on the sunny southern
Mediterranean coast, Sousse in Tunisia does a brisk
tourist trade. The nearby airport of Monastir brings in
visitors who fill the 40,000 beds in resort hotel complexes that
take up a 20-kilometre stretch of shoreline. Tourists can book
a room in one of those hotels and enjoy a week by the sea
without ever having to leave the resort area. Those who venture
further can see the medina – the old town centre, with its castle,
ancient mosque and covered bazaars. But few visitors see the
southern end of the city, which contains industrial sections and
pockets of intense poverty, places where children often have to
perform informal income generating activities such as picking
through garbage.

The residents of Sousse are fighting marginalisation of families,
especially school children, in the southern end of the city, with an
urban development strategy created through the USUDS project.
USUDS helps promote the use of urban development strategies
as a way for cities to address the many problems caused by rapid
urbanisation. The project supports implementation of three
specific urban development strategies in the cities of Sousse,
Saida, Lebanon and Laranca, Cyprus. USUDS also supports
creation of three Knowledge Transfer Centers in Málaga, Spain,
Sfax, Tunisia and Al Fayhaa, Lebanon.
Most of the population growth in the Mediterranean Basin
today is concentrated around urban areas. As people flock
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to the cities, improving the quality of life for Mediterranean
residents means improving the quality of the cities in the basin.
The partners in the USUDS project understand that this involves
inclusive planning.
CONSULTATION AND HELP FOR STUDENTS
In Sousse, the project set up a consultation with the citizens,
and many were moved to comment. The questionnaire was
posted online and the public was also solicited to fill it out at
stands set up in busy locations around the city.

One key element of the strategy
in Sousse was a pilot project to
address the inequality between
the north and south sides of the
town by seeking to attack school
failure.

In addition, the conversation among the people of Sousse was
carried out on a Facebook page.
“Where are we with the development plan? The city needs to
be prepared to organise popular, well-structured districts and
avoid uncontrolled construction,” says one commenter, Alya
Zinelabdine Daaloul. “The most important thing is to engage
civil society – the maximum number of associations, and not
only the new ones … to engage citizens to participate.”
Another Facebook commenter, Az Darghouth, had praise for the
effort: “Good luck, with this very good initiative. A thousand
opportunities!”
Based on their public consultations, Sousse was able to create an
urban development strategy. One key element of that strategy
was a pilot project to address the inequality between the north

Project pilot in Sousse, Tunisia
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and south sides of the town by seeking to attack school failure.
The stakeholders in Sousse recognised that the poor children in
the heavily populated and impoverished neighbourhood called
Cité Ghodrane were often kept out of school by their families,
who needed them to provide income. To address this problem,
the pilot project decided to target the Kheireddine School, which
has one of the highest failure rates in the city.
Pedagogic support was given to at-risk pupils in Kheireddine
School, to help these students catch up with their piers. The
students are tutored by a team of local young graduates, who
were overseen by two experienced teachers.

Poor children in the heavily
populated and impoverished
neighbourhood called Cité
Ghodrane were often kept out
of school by their families, who
needed them to provide income.

Along with teaching students, the pilot also provided sports and
cultural activities for the young students, and gave support for
their families as well.
Thanks to USUDS, Sousse was able to come up with an urban
development strategy that helped them address the differences
between north and south Sousse, and bring the community
closer together.

Young citizens discussing the future of their city (Sousse, Tunisia)
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Project seminar in Sfax, Tunisia

3

PROJECT

Mediterranean Network for the
promotion of Sustainable Urban
Development Strategies (UDS)
and three new UDS

New strategies for sustainable
urban development created
for the cities of Sousse, Saida
and Larnaca

3

COUNTRIES INVOLVED

Knowledge Transfer Centres
created for the dissemination
of strategic city planning

Cyprus - Lebanon - Spain - Tunisia

1

€ 1,783,742

ENPI CONTRIBUTION

Online platform allowing for
methodological discussion and
sharing of best practices

WEBSITE

www.usuds.org
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FISHINMED
Preserving small fishing
communities by increasing
economic possibilities
The project’s partners
seek to promote
diversification of
economic activities,
to enhance
employment and
reduce stress on fish

F

or as long as people have been living in the Mediterranean,
there have been small communities on the seashore surviving
off of sustainable fishery. Today, fishing remains an essential
economic activity for Mediterranean Basin countries, but the
practice is not always conducted sustainably. Large trawlers
ply the sea, damaging seabed habitats and clearing out fish
populations faster than they can replenish themselves. If we are
going to continue to fish in the Mediterranean, we need to return
to more sustainable practices – practices that can help ensure
that the fishing industry can always provide income to small
communities.
FISHINMED is a project aimed at supporting the social and
economic development of small fishing communities. The
project’s partners seek to promote diversification of economic
activities in these communities, to enhance employment
opportunities and to prevent uncontrolled exploitation of the
sea’s resources.
Project partners, from Egypt, Greece, Italy, Lebanon and Tunisia,
established a “Euro-Mediterranean Observatory”, which is a
basin-wide network of public and private institutions to share
best practices and discuss policy. Through “Working Groups”,
the partners ensure that local groups are involved in the
conversation.
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FISHINMED takes action through its network of “Regional
Desks”, which are offices on the ground that provide technical
and informational assistance designed to orient fishing
operators toward the kind of sustainable practices that will
make fishing in the Mediterranean viable in the future too.

FISHINMED takes action
through its network of ‘Regional
Desks’, which are offices on the
ground that provide technical and
informational assistance.

Fishermen in Sicily, Italy
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PROJECT

Mediterranean Network of sustainable
small-scale fishing communities

Best practices identified

1

Mediterranean network to
define common strategies
for the social and economic
development of small fishing
communities

COUNTRIES INVOLVED

Egypt - Greece - Italy
Lebanon - Tunisia
ENPI CONTRIBUTION

8

€ 1,325,043

Partners from 5 countries

WEBSITE

www.fishinmed.eu
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R.E.A.D.Y.
MED. FISH

Finding new professions
for people transitioning
out of the fishing sector

T

Related work,
like fishing tourism
or environmental
management
of fisheries,
can provide jobs

he activity of fishing in the Mediterranean has been supporting
communities since before recorded history, but today that
practice is declining. Overfishing means that catches have
been reduced at the same time that fuel and other costs are
increasing. As a result, the number of people involved in fishing
in the Mediterranean decreases an estimated 4-5 percent each
year. The people leaving the fishing business can be employed
in related fields, like fishing tourism, environmental management
of fisheries and similar professions. New sources of income can
replace, or supplement income from fishing.
A project called R.E.A.D.Y. MED. FISH seeks to encourage the
creation of more diverse sources of income for people who
used to rely mainly on fishing for a living, or young people
who find that their planned career path is not very promising.
The project encourages clear definition of new professions
related to the fishing industry, as well as definition of the
skills necessary for those professions. Once these professions
are identified, project partners provide training for those who
want to enter them.
On the administrative level, participants in R.E.A.D.Y. MED.
FISH draft national studies on the legal constraints preventing
diversification of sources of income for the fishery operators.
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On the basis of these studies, the partners prepare proposals
for new policies and regulations that can make it possible for
people living off of the fishing industry to move into a related
field more easily.

The project encourages clear
definition of new professions
related to the fishing industry,
as well as definition of the skills
necessary for those professions.

Fishermen dragging fishing trawl

80

PROJECT

Requalification of Employment
and Diversification for Youth in the
Mediterranean

Young fishermen, 20 members of
fishery associations and 20 experts
of the public administration trained in
diversification activities in the smallscale fisheries sector

4

COUNTRIES INVOLVED

Egypt - Italy - Lebanon - Tunisia

Legislative proposals to support
diversification and multi-functionality
in small-scale fisheries

4

ENPI CONTRIBUTION

€ 1,380,862

Info and assistance desks and
one virtual platform to support the
start-up of new multi-functional
enterprises

WEBSITE

http://readymedfish.eu/
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HUMAN
CAPITAL
is part of MEDITERRANEAN STORIES,
a collection of publications describing the 95 projects
funded under the ENPI CBC Med Programme.
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CONTACTS

Regione Autonoma della Sardegna
Via Bacaredda, 184
09127 Cagliari - Italy
+39 070.606.24.82
enpi.med@regione.sardegna.it

www.enpicbcmed.eu

Generalitat Valenciana
Conselleria de Presidencia

Aqaba Special Economic
Zone Authority (ASEZA)

c/Cronista Carreres 11, 4°
46003 Valencia - Spain
+34 96.192.26.31
enpicbmed_valencia@gva.es

P.O.Box 2565
Aqaba 77110 - Jordan
+962 320.91000 Ext 3439/3440
CBC-Aqaba@aseza.jo

https://www.facebook.com/ENPICBCMed

https://twitter.com/ENPICBCMed

www.linkedin.com/in/enpicbmed

